








WEST OF THE REVOLUTION 

energy in doing so-to the point that they had destroyed local breeding 
grounds for certain birds, overhunted large game, and reduced the pop
ulation of sea mammals. One ingeniously designed study of a midden in 
present-day Emeryville, next to the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge, 
found that native peoples overexploited the sturgeon population, forcing 
residents to turn to less productive species, such as mollusks.29 

Perhaps the surest sign of resource intensification was the depen
dency on the acorn, as important to Californians as corn was to natives 
of the Southeast and Southwest. Though acorns are high in fat, oak 
tree production is sporadic, and toxic tannic acid must be leached out 
before the nuts are edible, as Spanish soldiers learned from hard-won 
experience. Given the labor investment necessary to process acorns, they 
were not a preferred food but a fallback exploited only after population 
size and density outgrew other resources. The trend in acorn consump0 

tion, and thus in resource intensification, is reflected by the increasing 
frequency of mortars and pestles in archaeological sites over the four 
millennia preceding contact. By the time the Spanish laid claim to 
San Francisco, inhabitants were concentrated in locations where oak 
trees thrived.30 

As a result of the scarcity of food sources, Bay Area residents suf
fered from dental decay, arthritis, nutritional deficiencies, and a host 
of infectious and deadly diseases. One study of precontact Costanoan 
burials in the East Bay measured bone and tooth deformations and 
found that 30 percent of the population suffered from nutritional stress 
during childhood; 25 percent were afflicted by staph infections, yaws, or 
nonvenereal syphilis; and over 50 percent had either anemia or vitamin 
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deficiency, brought on by poor diet, unsanitary living conditions,
disease, or intestinal parasites.3' 

To survive in such an environment, local residents developed a number 
of effective measures to extract food from the land. Though they were not 
farmers, they burned, coppiced, pruned, sowed, tilled, transplanted, and 
weeded wild plants. California, observes one scholar, :was not a wilderness 
but a garden. On the San Francisco peninsula, inhabitants hunted and 
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fished, harvested shellfish, and gathered wild grass seeds, acorns, berries, 
and onions. Yet they had little surplus and were especially vulnerable to 
the environmental damage inflicted by Spanish cattle and hogs. Outside 
of the view of Spanish missionaries, they began to starve.32 

They had nowhere to go. They would not take "a step outside of their 
respective territories," according to Anza, "because of the enmity which 
is common among them." Font observed that villages often fought each 
other for access to mussel beds, and one Costanoan proved the point by 
showing off a fresh arrow wound in his leg. The neighboring tribelet, 
Font deduced, was "very fierce." When one Indian arrived at Anza's 
encampment near the Carquinez Strait with a scalp dangling from the 
end of a pole, Font stated the obvious: it "smelled like warfare." 33 

Since then, archaeologists have confirmed that violence was wide
spread in the Bay Area. At one burial site in central Silicon Valley, fully 
17 percent of the skeletons bear signs of healed fractures and penetration 
wounds-a rate higher than that found anywhere else on the continent. 
At another site on the southeastern side of the bay, skeletons reveal that 
facial and skull woupds were common and that injury by projectiles was 
unusually high compared to other precontact North American popula
tions. Though the. Yelamus drew on their alliances as best they could, 
their flight across the bay was a desperate response to a dire situation.34 

Chamfs's baptism was "to the greater honor and glory of God," wrote 
San Francisco's missionaries, the culmination of their yearlong labors 
among the heathens.35 For local residents, by contrast, the ceremony was 
one defeat in a debilitating struggle that had begun when the Spanish 
arrived with their portable altar in June 1776. 






